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How to Operate:

Shortcuts for 
Productivity



“What is it you plan to do 
with your one wild and 
precious life?”

Mary Oliver



Masterfully control 
your computer with 
the “Ctrl” key 



Note: “Ctrl” is conveniently 
located in bottom left + 
right of your keyboard

Ctrl Key =  
ULTIMATE CONTROL



Why Use “Ctrl”

You will spend 
thousands of hours 
at a computer over 
the next few years. 
Invest in 
understanding some 
essentials.



Classic “Ctrl” Moves to Try in Browser

Ctrl + T

Opens a new tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” down then press “T” while in your browser. Then, type in “do a 
barrel roll”.

Ctrl + W

Wipes away your tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” down then press “W” while in your browser. Note: DO NOT do this 
if the video meeting is the last browser tab you clicked on.

Ctrl + Shift + T

Shift-ily bring back a closed tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” and “Shift” down then press “T” while in your browser.



These keyboard 
shortcuts can be 
used almost 
anywhere 



Note: But remember that some 
software and stuff just plain 
sucks

Omni-Powerful 
Shortcuts



General 
Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Ctrl + Z Ctrl + A

Windows Key + .Windows Key

Undo something.



Note: This works in 
LOTS of scenarios

Select all.



Note: This works 
well in Docs and 
Sheets

Insert an emoji Open applications, 
settings, etc. It’s 
the anything key.



General 
Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Ctrl + Shift +  or Ctrl + Shift +  or 

Ctrl + VCtrl +  C / X

Select whole words of 
text (or rows of 
data)

Select whole 
paragraphs (or 
columns of data)

Paste what you copied 



Hint: Add “shift” to match the 
format of where you’re pasting

Copy or Cut the words 
or items you’ve 
selected



Email Tips

Email is the 
universal task 
and message 
management 
system. It will 
pay to master it.



Unlock Gmail Keyboard Shortcuts

Turn ‘Em On


 Go to Setting
 Ctrl + F “Shortcuts
 Enable then Save

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#settings/general


Essential Gmail Keyboard Shortcuts

C to Compose

While in your inbox, press “c” and it 
will open a new email window for you.

J/K → X → Shift + E

While in your inbox, press “j” and “k” 
to move between emails and then use “x” 
to select and “shift + e” to archive.


R (or A) to Reply (All)

bWhile in an email, you can press “r” to 
reply, “a” to replay all, and “f” to 
forward.



Browser Tips

You spend most of 
your time in a 
browser window. 
You ought to know 
how to navigate 
the web quickly.



Classic “Ctrl” Moves to Try in Browser

Ctrl + T

Opens a new tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” down then press “T” while in your browser. Then, type in “do a 
barrel roll”.

Ctrl + W

Wipes away your tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” down then press “W” while in your browser. Note: DO NOT do this 
if the video meeting is the last browser tab you clicked on.

Ctrl + Shift + T

Shift-ily bring back a closed tab

What to try: hold “Ctrl” and “Shift” down then press “T” while in your browser.



Classic “Ctrl” Moves to Try in Browser

Ctrl + R

Refreshes the webpage 

Tip: Include “Shift” for a hard refresh

Ctrl + 1/2/3/etc.

Jump to tabs 1 or 2 or 3, etc.

Tip: Pairs well with pinned tabs


Ctrl + L

Go to the address/search bar

Tip: Pairs well with Ctrl + C, Ctrl + V



Notion Tips

Quickly outline 
the thoughts in 
your head and the 
things to get 
done



Get Things Done 

/

Press “/” and it will bring up all 
options, e.g. heading, table, image ,etc

##

Create headings (e.g. ## = H2).

Tip: This is “markdown” and it works in many 
programs, Docs, Chat, etc.


@

Tag people AND quickly reference other 
pages, tasks, dates, etc.



Get Things Done

Ctrl + P

Search Notion for the thing you’re 
looking for.

Ctrl + [ or ]

Go backwards and forwards (more quickly 
than the back button on browser)


Mobile App Shortcuts

Pin pages to your phone for quick access 
(e.g. Notes, Recommendations, etc.).



Google Chat 
Tips

Get your thoughts 
out faster and 
into your team 
member’s heads.



Talk To Folks Faster

Ctrl + K

Jump to the conversation picker and put 
in somebody’s name or the chat room

 arrow key

Press while in a conversation to quickly 
edit the last message you sent

:emoji description:

Type “:” and then describe the emoji and 
it’ll show up



Talk To Folks Faster

Mark Unread

Come back to conversations at a later 
time by keeping it lit up.

Forward to Email

Move the chat to email so you can 
forward or better handle.


Search

Search your chats for images, files, 
etc. in Chat OR in Gmail



Calendar Tips

Respect other 
people’s time 
while protecting 
your own time.



Saving Time In Calendar

Goal + Agenda

Be kind to your and other’s future 
selves with goal + agenda reminders.

Find a Time

View everyone’s schedule side by side to 
find a time that works for everyone.


HubSpot Scheduler

End the back and forth of scheduling 
with appointment slots.



Saving Time In Calendar

Speedy Meetings

End 30 minute meetings 5 minutes early 
and 60 minute meetings 10 minutes early.

Out of Office

Indicate to team members (not external 
folks) that you are unavailable.


Reminders

Put items on the calendar that only you 
can see.



Document Tips

Move at the speed 
of your thoughts 
in Docs, Sheets, 
online forms, or 
text-based apps.



General 
Keyboard 
Shortcuts

Ctrl + Shift +  or Ctrl + Shift +  or 

Ctrl + VCtrl +  C / X

Select whole words of 
text (or rows of 
data)

Select whole 
paragraphs (or 
columns of data)

Paste what you copied 



Hint: Add “shift” to match the 
format of where you’re pasting

Copy or Cut the words 
or items you’ve 
selected



Document Boosts

Ctrl + Shift + 7/8

Select text and then use this to quickly 
create numbered or bulleted lists.

Ctrl + Alt + 1/2/3/etc.

Quickly create headings in your doc.

Tip: Using headings (vs. increasing font) makes 
everyone and everything happier.


Ctrl + Alt + M

Leave a comment for somebody you’re 
collaborating with.



Document Boosts

See Revision History

Revert a document or see historical 
progress or see who did what.

Edit vs. Suggest

Provide easily reversible edits by 
toggling the edit function on the top 
right of the document.


Turn off Print View

Unless you print things out a lot, save 
yourself scrolling by disabling print 
view and enjoying a seamless doc.



Digital 
Wellbeing

Take care of 
yourself by 
setting digital 
boundaries



Limit Stimulus

Set up Digital Wellbeing

Google and Apple devices have an app 
called “Digital Wellbeing”. Take the 
time to set it up.

Invest in Yourself

Ergonomic mouse, chair, etc. are all 
things you will use for years.



Fitbit and other fitness items have also 
helped me focus on my health.




Thank you!
Any questions?

Other tips?
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